
Combining Loal Searh and Fitness Funtion Adaptation in a GAfor Solving Binary Constraint Satisfation ProblemsB.G.W. CraenenVrije UniversiteitDe Boelelaan 1081a1081 HV Amsterdam A.E. EibenVrije UniversiteitandLIACSNiels Bohrweg 12333 CA Leiden E. MarhioriVrije UniversiteitDe Boelelaan 1081a1081 HV Amsterdam A.G. SteenbeekCWIKruislaan 4131090 GB AmsterdamBoth geneti loal searh (GLS) and geneti algo-rithms (GAs) with on-line adaptation of a penalty-based �tness funtion, separately, have produedpromising results when they have been used to solverandom binary onstraint satisfation problems (BC-SPs). In this paper we investigate the e�etiveness ofGAs that ombine these two methods, more spei�-ally, whether the use of a more involved �tness fun-tion improves the performane of GLS algorithms forrandom BCSPs. GLS has been reently used in a hy-brid GA [3℄; at eah generation, the o�springs pro-dued by the appliation of geneti operators are im-proved by means of a loal searh proedure. Next, wereplae the �tness funtion with the �tness funtionfrom SAW-ing [2℄ and de�ne an adaptive ost fun-tion (resulting in GLS+SAW). We ondut extensiveexperiments on a large set of standard benhmark in-stanes of random BCSPs. Binary onstraint satisfa-tion problems are de�ned by having a set of variables,where eah variable has a domain of values, and a setof onstraints ating between pairs of variables. A so-lution of a BCSP is an assignment of values to thevariables in suh a way that all restritions imposedby the onstraints are satis�ed. In this paper we userandomly generated BCSPs that an be de�ned by fourparameters: the number of variables n, the (uniform)domainsize m, the probability of a onstraint betweentwo variables d (density), and the probablity of a on-it between two values of a onstraint t (tightness).The results indiate that the addition of the SAW-ingmethod does not deteriorate the sues rate (perent-age of runs that �nd a solution, SR) of GLS, whileit dereases the average number of �tness evaluations(AES) for some lasses of problems. When omparingGLS+SAW with one of the best GA based algorithms,Mirogeneti Iterative Desent Method Geneti Algo-rithm (MIDA) [1℄, we found that GLS+SAW is slightlybetter in both SR and AES.

den- alg. tightnesssity 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9SAW 1(1) 1(1) 1(2) 1(9) 0.64(1159)0.1 GLS 1(10) 1(10) 1(10) 1(10.1) 0.70(16)GLS+SAW 1(10) 1(10) 1(10) 1(10) 0.70(25)SAW 1(1) 1(2) 1(36) 0.23(21281) 0(-)0.3 GLS 1(10) 1(10) 1(17.9) 0.60(2547) 0(-)GLS+SAW 1(10) 1(10) 1(19.2) 0.60(2125) 0(-)SAW 1(1) 1(8) 0.74(10722) 0(-) 0(-)0.5 GLS 1(10) 1(11) 1(2320) 0(-) 0(-)GLS+SAW 1(10) 1(11) 1(1791) 0(-) 0(-)SAW 1(1) 1(73) 0(-) 0(-) 0(-)0.7 GLS 1(10) 1(26) 0(-) 0(-) 0(-)GLS+SAW 1(10) 1(31) 0(-) 0(-) 0(-)SAW 1(1) 1(3848) 0(-) 0(-) 0(-)0.9 GLS 1(10) 1(376) 0(-) 0(-) 0(-)GLS+SAW 1(10) 1(436) 0(-) 0(-) 0(-)Table 1: SR (AES) of SAW, GLS and GLS+SAWReferenes[1℄ G. Dozier, J. Bowen, and D. Bahler. Solving smalland large onstraint satisfation problems using aheuristi-based mirogeneti algorithm. In Pro-eedings of the 1st IEEE Conferene on Evolution-ary Computation, pages 306{311. IEEE ComputerSoiety Press, 1994.[2℄ A.E. Eiben and J.I. van Hemert. SAW-ing EAs:Adapting the �tness funtion for solving on-strainted problems. In D. Corne, M. Dorigo, andF. Glover, editors, New Ideas in Optimization,pages 389{402. MGraw-Hill, 1999.[3℄ E. Marhiori and A. Steenbeek. Geneti loalsearh algorithm for random binary onstraint sat-isfation problems. In Proeedings of the ACMSymposium on Applied Computing, 2000. to ap-pear.


